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Learn about the basic design guidelines for
bidirectional DC/DC converters in hard- and
soft-switching modes.
A bidirectional direct current (DC)/DC converter is a key element of many new
applications, such as automotive, server and renewable-energy systems. Low-voltage
bidirectional DC/DC converters are usually nonisolated. All bidirectional converter
designs or products currently on the market are based on the hard-switching
synchronous buck topology. This paper uses an automotive 48-V/12-V bidirectional
converter as an example with which to revisit the hard-switching synchronous buck
topology and compare it to the transition-mode totem-pole zero-voltage-switching
(ZVS) topology.
We used a digital controller to implement both hard- and soft-switching controls. A
unique ZVS transition-mode control synchronizes multiple phases and maintains dead
time cycle by cycle. We also designed and optimized two 110-A DC/DC converters
for each topology in order to compare their performance, including efficiency and
electromagnetic interference (EMI). Our results provide a guideline when designing
bidirectional DC/DC converters to meet different cost, efficiency and EMI requirements.
Introduction

have increased significantly – approaching 3 kW of a

Many emerging applications require energy to be

12-V power-supply limit.

transferable between two ports bidirectionally. The

A mild HEV demands much higher power. Over

two applications discussed in this paper using

200 A of current distributed on a 12-V bus requires

a low-voltage bidirectional DC/DC converter are

a larger copper-wire cross-section, which increases

a 48-V/12-V automotive dual-bus system and a

system cost. Besides high-current-distribution

server local energy storage (LES) system. These

conduction loss, 12-V high-power equipment

systems do not normally require isolation. For

becomes less efficient and has higher loss with

different systems, the reason and purpose for

increasing output power. To solve this issue, a 48-V

using bidirectional DC/DC converters can be quite

power system is added to power the high-power

different. With more and more electrification in

components instead. Table 1 shows an example of

automotive designs, the power demands for start-

a BMW micro-HEV power-system change plan [1].

stop cars and micro-hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs)
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Table 1. Displacement of high-power loads [1].
Table courtesy of BMW.

Figure 1. A dual-bus power system for vehicle 12-V loads and 48-V loads.

This power-system change plan eliminates the

technology becomes practical, at which point

alternator and uses a bidirectional DC/DC converter

manufacturers can switch all components to 48 V.

powered by a 48-V bus to charge a 12-V battery

For servers and data centers, LES is a new power

(Figure 1).

architecture designed to minimize backup-power

A 48-V system has many advantages. For start-

footprints and reduce system cost while improving

stop operation, recovering energy during braking

service availability. Microsoft initially proposed LES

or deceleration with 48 V is twice as efficient

[6], but other industries quickly adopted it. Instead

when compared to 12 V [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. The

of using a centralized uninterruptable power supply

recovered energy can provide supplemental power

(UPS), LES provides more reliable local backup

to accelerate the vehicle, enabling a driving system

power. Figure 2 shows the differences between 		

to gain fuel efficiency from downsized engines rather

a traditional data center and a new data center

than losing engine performance. A 48-V system

with LES.

also confers the advantages of hybridization without

The simplicity of the LES design, coupled with its

the complexity while boosting overall fuel efficiency

cost structure and service model, provide significant

by 10 to 15 percent, which will help manufacturers

benefits for data-center deployments. LES

meet increasingly stringent carbon-dioxide emission

eliminates up to 9 percent of the losses associated

targets. The dual-bus architecture will remain

with conventional UPSs and frees around 25

valid until high-energy-density 48-V cold-cranking

percent of facility space.
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topology is a ZVS transition-mode synchronous buck
converter. This topology can operate in ZVS mode
and has higher potential efficiency [8], [9], [10], [11].
Synchronous buck converters can operate in boost
mode when you reverse their output currents.
For automotive applications, a multiphase
interleaving structure avoids the need to use liquid
or air cooling, increases the converter’s power
capacity, and distributes heat dissipation across a
(a)

large area. Unlike a fixed-frequency hard-switching
interleaved synchronous buck converter, a ZVS
transition-mode interleaved buck converter operates
in frequency-modulation mode. You must control
its output inductor’s negative current to limit the
maximum switching frequency at light loads and
provide the necessary energy for ZVS operation at
heavy loads.
All phases must remain synchronized in any

(b)

operational situation. Optimal and reliable control is
complicated and still poses significant challenges

Figure 2. Traditional data center (a); Microsoft reinvented data center (b).

for converter designers. This paper focuses

A bidirectional DC/DC converter is also a key

on comparing the control implementation and

element of a server power supply with LES. When

performance of the two different topologies. We

powered by an alternating current (AC)/DC rectifier

chose the UCD3138 digital controller for both hard-

output, a bidirectional DC/DC converter charges

switching and ZVS control, and designed a four-

LES batteries during normal operation. The LES

phase 110-A/12-V power board to operate in both

batteries provide backup power and regulate the

hard-switching and ZVS modes.

AC/DC rectifier output voltage in the event of a
power outage.
Bidirectional DC/DC converters have many
applications and play an increasingly important role in
energy recovery and power-system management. The
most popular topology used for a converter design
is a hard-switching synchronous buck converter, due
to its circuit and control simplicity [7]. The other main
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Topology and control
A single-phase bidirectional converter (Figure 3)
can operate in buck mode and boost mode with
hard-switching or ZVS operation. When Q_top is an
active switch and Q_bot is a synchronous switch,
the converter operates in buck mode (Figure 4);
when the roles of Q_top and Q_bot reverse, the
converter is in boost mode (Figure 5).
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Figure 3. A bidirectional converter power stage.
Figure 6. Waveforms in ZVS buck mode.

Adaptive dead-time control minimizes switching
and body-diode conduction losses. Equation 1
calculates the dead time Td_off as:

Figure 4. Waveforms in hard-switching buck mode.

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇_𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜   =   

2   ∙   𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶_𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡   ∙    𝑉𝑉!"
	
  
𝐼𝐼_𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

(1)

where Coss_tr is the equivalent capacitance of a
metal-oxide semiconductor field-effect transistor
(MOSFET) when Vds swings between 0 and V48,
V48 is the voltage on the 48-V bus, and I_pk is the
active switch Q_top turn-off current.
After Q_bot turns on, IL starts to decline. The switch
stays on until the current reaches the predetermined
Figure 5. Waveforms in hard-switching boost mode.

negative current expressed as Equation 2:

You can control the same buck converter to

𝐼𝐼_𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛   =   

achieve ZVS by letting the inductor current become
negative. When Q_top turns on in buck mode
(Figure 6), the inductor current, IL, builds up linearly.
When Q_top turns off, IL discharges switching node
V_SN down. As long as the dead time Td_off is

2   ∙   𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶_𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡  (𝑉𝑉!"   –   2   ∙    𝑉𝑉!" )  
	
  
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇_𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

(2)

where V12 is the voltage on the 12-V bus and
Td_on is the dead time between when Q_bot turns
off and Q_top turns on.

long enough, the bottom field-effect transistor (FET)

To achieve optimal operation, the dead time Td_on

Q_bot is able to achieve ZVS. However, excessive

should be half the switch-node resonant period

dead time results in a Q_bot body-diode conduction

(Equation 3):

loss increase. Thus, turn on Q_bot as soon as V_SN
discharges to zero.
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The energy stored in the output inductor is then just

One controller has eight digital pulse-width

enough to charge the switch-node V_SN up to the

modulator (DPWM) outputs (four pairs), which can

V48 bus voltage, and Q_top can turn on with ZVS.

control four phases simultaneously. A shunt resistor

ZVS operation is also possible when operating

senses each phase inductor current. All phase

in boost mode, as shown in Figure 7. The

currents are summed together and connected to

same control ideas apply to the negative-current

EADC0 for current-loop control.

calculation and dead-time control.

Figure 7. Waveforms in ZVS boost mode.
Figure 8. Circuit block diagram of a bidirectional DC/DC converter.

For a hard-switching bidirectional converter
operating in continuous conduction mode (CCM),

The 12-V and 48-V bus voltages are sensed and

use adaptive dead-time Td_off control to achieve

fed to EADC1 and EADC2 for voltage-loop control.

optimal efficiency but keep Td_on as small as

Two general-purpose PWMs (PWM0 and PWM1)

possible.

generate two programmable analog negative-

Control implementation
The UCD3138 is a hybrid digital controller made
up of three hardware digital loops and an ARM7
microcontroller [12]. The three digital loops can
operate independently or in cascade mode. The
controller architecture maintains the precision and
high speed required for power processing while
providing flexible power management.
A bidirectional DC/DC converter requires three loop
controls. One is a current loop, and the other two
are the V48 voltage loop and the V12 voltage loop.
The controller’s structure and peripherals match this
bidirectional converter application perfectly.
Figure 8 shows a circuit block diagram of a
controller-based bidirectional DC/DC converter.

Texas Instruments

current references and connect to compactor 1
and 2. One reference is for ZVS buck mode and
the other is for ZVS boost mode. The comparators
detect the master phase inductor’s negative current.
When the current reaches the reference threshold
values, the comparator output, which connects to
the UCD3138’s sync pin, becomes high.
The rising edge of the signal at synchronous input
forces the controller’s DPWM to restart a new
switching cycle and achieve hardware-based
frequency modulation. All slave phases follow the
master phase’s frequency cycle by cycle. Each slave
phase has a different delay time from the master
phase. The ARM7 can modify the delay time, so all
phases can maintain 90-degree interleaving when
the switching frequency varies.
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One important feature of the UCD3138 is that
all dead times remain unchanged regardless of
switching-frequency changes, while the ARM7 still
has the privilege and flexibility to modify the dead
time at any point.
A bidirectional DC/DC converter benefits from
current-ripple cancellation of the interleaved
structure. Selecting the right phase number can
minimize or even fully cancel current ripple. For this
specific case, where the high-voltage bus is 48 V
and the low-voltage bus is 12 V, the voltage ratio is

Figure 9. Current ripple versus the number of phases.

Design and test

4-to-1. The optimal phase number is thus a multiple

To validate the control scheme and compare

of four.

topology performance, we designed a 110-A (on

Figure 9 shows the normalized current ripple versus
the number of phases. You can see that for an ideal
case, the inductor current ripple fully cancels out
when the phase number is a multiple of four. It is for
this reason that we used a four-phase bidirectional
DC/DC converter to compare performance.

the 12-V side) bidirectional DC/DC converter. When
loaded with a different set of power components,
the same design can operate in either hardswitching mode or ZVS mode. Table 2 shows the
power-stage component selection and design, and
Figure 10 shows the 110-A bidirectional DC/DC
reference design.

Table 2. Power-stage component selection and design.
Texas Instruments
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waveforms, but you can still see some voltage
overshoot when the MOSFETs turn off at a large
current due to the printed circuit board (PCB) and
power MOSFET pin leakage inductance. Hardswitching operation has a higher voltage overshoot.
In addition to the PCB and MOSFET lead leakage,
the MOSFET body diode’s reverse recovery
contributes to overshoot and ringing as well.

Figure 10. Example of a 110-A (1.6-kW) bidirectional DC/DC
converter.

Figure 11 shows the switching-node voltage
waveforms and inductor current waveform when
the converter operates in ZVS buck mode. The
switching-node waveforms are clean and soft, with
a 90-degree phase offset from each other. The
maximum frequency is clamped to 450 kHz. As the
load decreases, the switching frequency increases.

Figure 12. Hard-switching buck at 20 A.

When the switching frequency reaches the 450-kHz
limit, the negative current increases to prevent the

No overshoot

switching frequency from increasing further.

Soft on/off edges

Figure 13. Soft-switching buck at 20 A.

Fig 13

TI Information – Selective Disclosure. HVPS/ Battery Management Deep Dive 2015

Redefining the future of power through high voltage – www.TI.com/highvoltage
 Complete Solutions  Robust Design Tools  Innovative Products
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Figure 11. Switching-node voltage and inductor-current waveforms in
ZVS buck mode.

Figures 12 through 19 show the difference
between hard switching and soft switching. ZVS
operation has softer voltage-rising and falling-edge

Texas Instruments

Figure 14. Hard-switching buck at 110 A.
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Figure 15. Soft-switching buck at 110 A.

Figure 18. Hard-switching boost at 110 A.

Figure 16. Hard-switching boost at 20 A.

Figure 19. Soft-switching boost at 110 A.

Figure 20 shows the converter’s bidirectional
operation. The 12-V current ramps up and down
between positive and negative values. When
operating in buck mode, the current is positive and
charges the 12-V battery. The current becomes
negative in boost mode and the power from the
12-V battery charges up the 48-V battery.

Figure 17. Soft-switching boost at 20 A.

Figure 20. Waveforms of bidirectional operation.

Texas Instruments
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A graphical user interface (GUI) tool (Figure 21)
facilitates circuit debugging and tuning and handles
operation monitoring (Figure 22).

Figure 23. Loss breakdown of hard-switching and ZVS buck
converters at full load.

Figure 21. Device GUI for circuit debugging and tuning.

Figure 24. Efficiency versus load in buck mode.
Figure 22. GUI for bidirectional DC/DC converter operation setting
and monitoring.

We calculated the power losses of the reference
design and charted the losses in the columns
shown in Figure 23. You can see that the total loss
of the converter with ZVS operation reduces, but
the reduction is not significant. The major change
is the power loss shifting from the MOSFETs to
the inductors. This shift could be advantageous,
since magnetic components are more reliable than
semiconductors. Perhaps better magnetic materials
could improve the ZVS converter’s efficiency even
further. Figures 24 and 25 plot the converter’s
efficiencies versus loads.

Texas Instruments

Figure 25. Efficiency versus load in boost mode.

In both buck and boost mode, hard switching has
better light-load efficiency, while at heavy loads soft
switching becomes more efficient. Soft switching
still has turn-off loss. When the switching frequency
increases at light loads, the loss becomes more
significant.
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We conducted additional tests with light-load
management, which showed that disabling the
synchronous FETs or using ideal diode-emulation
control improved efficiency substantially. This project
primarily focused on heavy loads where thermal
performance is the major concern, but real product
designs need light-load management.
Figures 26 through 29 show thermal images at
full loads. We did not use any forced air for cooling,
except a breeze from an electrostatic discharge
(ESD) ion generator on top of the test bench to help
stabilize the downfacing heat-sink temperature.

Figure 28. Hard-switching boost thermal image.

From the thermal images, you can see that the
MOSFETs’ soft-switching temperature is lower
than its hard-switching temperature in both buck
and boost modes, and the overall soft-switching
temperature is more even.

Figure 29.Soft-switching boost thermal image.

EMI is always one of the main concerns when
selecting a topology. To have a reasonable
comparison and better understand EMI behavior,
Figure 26. Hard-switching buck thermal image.

we used the same EMI filter design on both the
hard- and soft-switching converters and scanned
the EMI in buck mode at full load. Test data in
Figure 30 indicates that soft switching and hard
switching have no significant EMI difference under
1 MHz, but soft-switching’s advantages become
more substantial when the frequency increases.
At 10 MHz and above, soft switching results in as
much as a 15-dB reduction.

Figure 27. Soft-switching buck thermal image.
Texas Instruments
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Figure 30. Conducted EMI test of bidirectional DC/DC converters in buck mode at full load.

Summary and conclusions

Light-load management can improve both soft-

We designed and optimized two 110-A bidirectional

and hard-switching light-load efficiency. Soft

DC/DC converters to compare performance in

switching does not exhibit a lower conducted

hard and soft switching and developed a GUI to

EMI emission under 1 MHz, but its advantage

facilitate circuit debugging, tuning and monitoring.

becomes more significant with an increase in

Soft switching had softer and smoother switching-

frequency and reaches 15-dB EMI reductions

node waveforms and lower voltage overshoot. With

at 10 MHz and above.

no light-load management, hard switching is more

Soft switching works better in general, but its

efficient than soft switching at light loads, while soft

design and control are more challenging. Topology

switching has better efficiency at heavy loads.

selection for a design would depend on the specific

The efficiency advantage of soft switching at heavy

requirements and the time and resources available.

loads is not significant due to its large peak current
and high turn-off loss, but its shift of losses from
silicon to magnetic parts results in lower MOSFET
temperatures and more even thermal distribution
across the power board.

The UCD3138 was a good fit for both the hardand soft-switching bidirectional DC/DC converter
designs. Its hybrid architecture offers precise and
fast hardware power-processing control and flexible
software power management. The controller’s
hardware can support multiphase ZVS frequency
modulation and maintain a constant dead time.

Texas Instruments
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